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The mechanism of tissue regeneration depends on development cellular cycle which displays phenomenon “contact inhibition 
propagating cells of the healthy tissue” and reflects normal tissue regeneration. The mechanism of development cellular 

cycle occurs via proliferative processes which progress via alternating shifts cellular balance catabolic and anabolic processes into 
anabolic processes in G1 and S phases cellular cycle with shifts between as endocytosis and cumulating substances and energy in 
G1 and S phases as well as alternative outflow energy and substances uniformly distributed within new forming propagating cells 
via Mitosis and G2 phases cellular cycle. Taken into account that it maintains the subsequence phases G1 and S phases and then 
Mitosis and G2 phases cellular cycle, all these processes must advance due to proliferative processes depending on mechanism 
of permeability membrane cellular wall. Hence it’s possibility to explain the mechanism of “contact inhibition propagating cells 
of the healthy tissue” and mechanism tissue regeneration from the point of view of physical chemistry using Theorell formula. 

Here is Theorell formula: dn/dt = -UcA dμ/dx; [dn/dt – quantity of diffusing substance molecules in the unit time; U 
– substance mobility; c – substance concentration; A – membrane area; μ – chemical potential;  x – molecule distance from 
membrane]. Chemical potential (µ) is the driving mechanism for both active and passive transports substances across cellular 
membranes. It’s necessary to take into account, that cells of the same layer of any tissue comprise approximately identical substance 
concentration (c), having identical mobility (U), identical area of cellular membranes (A), identical molecule distance from the 
cell membrane (x). In the normal tissue the absence of substance diffusion (dn/dt) through the cellular membranes of tissue 
due to the circumferential cell contact to the other cells is explained by the availability in all those cells the identical chemical 
potentials (μ1 =μ2 =μ3 etc.) that influences the decrease of cellular membranes permeability and the decrease of substance 
diffusion (dn/dt) through the cellular membranes. Therefore “G1phase” of the cellular cycle isn’t filled with substances due to 
identical chemical potentials of intracellular Medium and extracellular Medium each cell, and there takes place “contact cellular 
inhibition of propagating cells” in the normal tissue. The part of cellular membrane free from the cellular contact separates 
the cellular chemical potential from another Environment chemical potential (μcell ≠μenvironment), i.e. the different chemical 
potentials of intracellular Medium and extracellular Medium each cell. Therefore “contact inhibition of cell propagation” is absent 
here due to the increase of cellular membranes permeability and the increase of substance diffusion (dn/dt) through cellular 
membranes filling “Gl phase” of cellular cycle. Thus it occurs as the mechanism of tissue regeneration promoting wound healing 
and as well as the mechanisms of growth of epidermal epithelium, nails and hairs.
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